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                In this thesis, we conduct functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data analysis with the aim of grouping the brain voxels depending on their responsiveness to a neural task. We mathematically treat the fMRI signals as the convolution of the neural stimulus with the hemodynamic response function (HRF). We first estimate a time series including HRFs for each of the observed fMRI signals from a given set and we cluster them in order to identify the groups of brain voxels. The HRF estimation problem is studied within the Bayesian framework through a blind deconvolution algorithm using MAP approach under completely unsupervised and model-free settings, i.e, stimulus is assumed to be unknown and also no particular shape is assumed for the HRF. Only using a given fMRI signal together with a weak Gaussian prior distribution imposed on HRF favoring &lsquo / smoothness&rsquo / , our method successfully estimates all the components of our framework: the HRF, the stimulus and the noise process. Then, we propose to use a modified version of Hausdorff distance to detect similarities within the space of HRFs,

spectrally transform the data using Laplacian Eigenmaps and finally cluster them through EM clustering. According to our simulations, our method proves to be robust to lag, sampling jitter, quadratic drift and AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise). In particular, we obtained 100% sensitivity and specificity in terms of detecting active and passive voxels in our real data experiments. To conclude with, we propose a new framework for a mathematical treatment for voxel-based fMRI data analysis and our findings show that even when the HRF is unpredictable due to variability in cognitive processes, one can still obtain very high quality activation detection through the method proposed in this thesis.
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